2017-18
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
WOMEN’S SWIMMING & DIVING
RESULTS / TOP TIMES
(5-7, 0-5 CAA)

Sept. 30 Georgetown ........................................ L 114-186
Oct. 14 George Mason ........................................ L 149-151
Oct. 21 Washington College ................................ W 185-70
Nov. 4 #*UNCW ................................................ L 108-239
5 #*James Madison ........................................ L 91-262
Nov. 11 at La Salle ............................................... W 187-110
vs. Rider ........................................................ W 217-80
Nov. 17-19 Franklin & Marshall Invitational ............. 1st out of 13
Jan. 6 *Drexel .................................................... L 119-161
Jan. 14 Iona ....................................................... W, 202-81
Jan. 14 Saint Francis (Pa.) ................................... W, 177-98
Jan. 20 #*at Towson ............................................. L, 109-184
Feb. 14-17 CAA Swimming Championships
at Christiansburg (Va.) Aquatic Center .................. 7th

# CAA Pod Meet at UNCW
* CAA Opponent

TOP TIMES
(Based on each athlete’s top time in event)

200 Medley Relay
1:43.60 Nemeth, Gillman, Feyrer, Cimino (CAA Championships)
1:48.51 Marino, Gillman, Feyrer, Cimino (George Mason)
1:48.89 Marino, Gillman, Manuelli, Cimino (Georgetown)
1:49.72 Marino, Duvall, Feyrer, Manuelli (Washington College)
1:50.81 Marino, Braatz, Bishop, Wild (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
1:50.95 McCulla, Duvall, Bishop, Manuelli (Iona/St. Francis)
1:51.36 Marino, Duvall, Bishop, Manuelli (Drexel)
1:51.48 McCulla, Duvall, Bishop, Jogani (George Mason)
1:51.77 Marino, Duvall, Bishop, Braatz (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
1:51.80 Nemeth, Jogani, Bishop, Gillman (Washington College)
1:52.62 Athena Cimino (F&M Invitational)
1:52.65 Amy Nemeth (CAA Championships)
1:52.83 Ellie Jogani (CAA Championships)
1:53.15 Sarah Braatz (CAA Championships)
1:56.62 Emma Tinney (F&M Invitational)
1:57.00 Alexandra Nachodsky (CAA Championships)

200 Freestyle Relay
3:57.26 Marino, Gillman, Feyrer, Manuelli (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
4:02.03 McCulla, Duvall, Hayman, Nemeth (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
4:16.83 Donlon, DeGroff, Newton, Dwyer (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

200 Freestyle
3:26.92 Braatz, Manuelli, Nemeth, Cimino (CAA Championships)
3:33.93 Manuelli, Jogani, Braatz, Cimino (George Mason)
3:34.78 Bishop, Jogani, Nachodsky, Gillman (F&M Invitational)
3:37.32 Nachodsky, Nemeth, Bishop, Tinney (George Mason)
3:39.31 Braatz, Manuelli, Nachodsky, Cimino (Georgetown)
3:39.92 Gillman, Nemeth, Manuelli, Braatz (Washington College)
3:42.85 Wild, Erwin, Feyrer, Kauffman (George Mason)
3:44.41 Bishop, Nachodsky, Gillman, Jogani (Iona/St. Francis)
3:45.30 Tinney, Nachodsky, Bishop, Jogani (Washington College)

400 Freestyle Relay
7:35.26 Braatz, Jogani, Nemeth, Cimino (CAA Championships)
7:41.92 Cimino, Nemeth, Jogani, Braatz (F&M Invitational)
7:46.16 Bishop, Gillman, Nachodsky, Tinney (F&M Invitational)

50 Freestyle
23.48 Sarah Braatz (CAA Championships)
23.72 Athena Cimino (CAA Championships)
24.41 Kelly Wild (CAA Championships)
24.46 Melissa Manuelli (F&M Invitational)
25.46 Alexandra Nachodsky (F&M Invitational)
25.93 Samantha Marino (CAA Championships)

100 Freestyle
51.37 Sarah Braatz (CAA Championships)
51.48 Athena Cimino (CAA Championships)
51.66 Amy Nemeth (CAA Championships)
52.62 Melissa Manuelli (CAA Championships)
53.52 Ellie Jogani (F&M Invitational)
53.60 Alexandra Nachodsky (F&M Invitational)

500 Freestyle
5:02.43 Gabby Acker (CAA Championships)
5:03.87  Catherine Erwin (F&M Invitational)
5:05.28  Maddy Gillman (CAA Championships)
5:06.84  Emma Tinney (CAA Championships)
5:07.22  Alexandra Nachodsky (CAA Championships)
5:09.16  Athena Cimino (Iona/St. Francis)
5:09.99  Melissa Manuelli (CAA Championships)

1,000 Freestyle
10:37.64  Gabby Acker (Drexel)
10:43.49  Emma Tineny (Drexel)
10:45.31  Catherine Erwin (George Mason)
10:48.54  Alex Nachodsky (Drexel)
11:00.44  Sarah Braatz  (George Mason)
11:06.81  Olivia DeGroff (Washington College)

1,650 Freestyle
17:06.01  Gabrielle Acker (CAA Championships)
17:20.01  Emma Tinney (CAA Championships)
17:45.80  Alexandra Nachodsky (CAA Championships)
18:11.98  Cat Erwin (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
18:24.02  Sarah Braatz (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

100 Backstroke
57.64  Amy Nemeth (CAA Championships)
57.81  Liddy McCulla (F&M Invitational)
58.70  Kelly Wild (CAA Championships)
58.85  Mina Feyrer (CAA Championships)
59.49  Samantha Marino (George Mason)

200 Backstroke
2:05.32  Samantha Marino (CAA Championships)
2:05.99  Kelly Wild (CAA Championships)
2:06.50  Elizabeth McCulla (CAA Championships)
2:12.74  Caitlin Connor (Towson)
2:14.98  Sam Kauffman (Georgetown)
2:17.11  Sarah Dwyer (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

50 Breaststroke

100 Breaststroke
1:05.73  Madelin Gillman (F&M Invitational)
1:06.34  Tessa Hayman (CAA Championships)
1:07.80  Audrey Duvall (George Mason)
1:08.69  Olivia DeGroff (CAA Championships)
1:12.35  Alexandra Nachodsky (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

200 Breaststroke
2:22.49  Madelin Gillman 1:55.74 (F&M Invitational)
2:26.69  Olivia DeGroff (F&M Invitational)

100 Butterfly
55.23  Tessa Hayman (CAA Championships)
55.39  Mina Feyrer (CAA Championships)
56.53  Kristen Bishop (CAA Championships)
57.25  Melissa Manuelli (CAA Championships)
1:00.41  Kristina Newton (F&M Invitational)
1:00.91  Catherine Erwin (Georgetown)

200 Butterfly
2:01.39  Mina Feyrer (CAA Championships)
2:03.10  Kristen Bishop (CAA Championships)
2:03.39  Tessa Hayman (CAA Championships)
2:06.39  Catherine Erwin (CAA Championships)
2:10.01  Kristina Newton (Towson)

100 Individual Medley
2:05.00  Tessa Hayman (CAA Championships)
2:07.20  Audrey Duvall (F&M Invitational)
2:07.21  Ellie Jogani (CAA Championships)
2:08.87  Kristen Bishop (CAA Championships)
2:10.73  Liddy McCulla (F&M Invitational)
2:13.16  Olivia DeGroff (F&M Invitational)

200 Individual Medley
4:28.39  Catherine Erwin (F&M Invitational)
4:31.44  Audrey Duvall (F&M Invitational)
4:41.77  Elizabeth McCulla (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)
4:49.18  Olivia DeGroff (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

1 Meter Diving
221.02  Holly Smith (Iona/St. Francis)
181.05  Emma Larson (George Mason)
173.05  Alexis Bedford (CAA Pod Meet at UNCW)

3 Meter Diving
206.65  Holly Smith (CAA Championships)
187.05  Alexis Bedford (Washington College)
180.15  Emma Larson (George Mason)